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Find biases in single blind setup
Analysis of prior work

We propose a fix

Their test has issues

Our approach

Setup of the experiment

Novel framework to test for biases

Statistical test

• Objective score model. Each paper has
«true» underlying quality
• Logistic model. Strict parametric model of
reviewers’ behaviour
• DB reviewers as estimators. DB reviewers
estimate true qualities of papers
• Wald test. Fit accept/reject decisions of SB
reviewers into the model using DB estimates
and apply standard test
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Abstract
We consider the issue of biases in scholarly research, specifically, in peer review.
There is a long standing debate on whether exposing author identities to reviewers
induces biases against certain groups, and our focus is on designing tests to detect
the presence of such biases. We present two sets of results in this paper. Our starting
point is a remarkable recent work by Tomkins, Zhang and Heavlin which conducted
a controlled, large-scale experiment to investigate existence of biases in the peer
reviewing of the WSDM conference. The first set of results is negative, and pertains
to the statistical tests and the experimental setup used in the work of Tomkins et al.
We show that the test employed therein does not guarantee control over false alarm
probability and under correlations between relevant variables coupled with any
of the following conditions, with high probability, can declare a presence of bias
when it is in fact absent: (a) measurement error, (b) model mismatch, (c) reviewer
calibration, (d) using popular methods of reviewer assignment. Our second set of
results is positive, in that we present a general framework for testing for biases
in (single vs. double blind) peer review. We then present a hypothesis test with
guaranteed control over false alarm probability and non-trivial power even under
conditions (a)–(c). Condition (d) is a more fundamental problem that is tied to the
experimental setup and not necessarily related to the test.
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Introduction

Past research in social sciences indicates that humans display various biases including gender, race and
age biases in many critical domains such as hiring [4], university admission [21], bail decisions [2]
and many others. Our focus is on fairness in academia and scholarly research, and specifically,
on biases in peer review. Peer review is a backbone of scholarly research and is employed by a
vast majority of journals and conferences. Due to the widespread prevalence of the Matthew effect
(rich get richer and poor get poorer) in academia [20, 18], any biases in peer review can have far
reaching consequences on career trajectories of researchers. Specifically, we follow a long-lasting
debate [5, 16, 17, 1, 14, 7, 24, 10, and references therein] on whether the authors’ identities should
be hidden from reviewers or not.
The focus of this paper is on designing statistical tests to detect the presence of biases in peer review.
Our starting point is a remarkable piece of work by Tomkins et al. [22] who conducted a large scale
(semi-) randomized controlled trial during the peer review for the ACM International Conference on
Web Search and Data Mining (WSDM) 2017. In their experiment, the entire pool of reviewers was
partitioned into two groups – single blind and double blind – and each paper was assigned to two
reviewers from each of the groups. In this manner, the peer-review data contained both single-blind
and double-blind reviews for each submission. The experiment allowed Tomkins et al. to conduct a
causal inference to test for biases, and conclude that the single-blind system induces a bias in favor
of papers authored by (i) researchers from top-universities, (ii) researchers from top companies and
(iii) famous authors. The conclusions of this experiment have had a significant impact. For instance,
with the WSDM conference itself completely switching to double-blind peer review starting 2018.

(sb) (db) Probability that reviewer i votes to
πij /πij accept paper j in SB/DB condition
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MATHEMATICAL MODELS
AND COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

Adaptive Algorithm of Tracking the Best Experts Trajectory

Negative results. Limitations

• Humans are complex. Parametric logistic
model is unlikely to hold in practice
• Humans are subjective. It is known that
reviewers are typically subjective
• Humans are noisy. DB reviewers provide noisy
estimates of true scores
• Test is specific. Wald test relies on logistic
model and may fail under small violations

Negative results. Simulations
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Abstract—The problem of decision theoretic online learning is discussed. There is the set of methods, experts,
and algorithms capable of making solutions (or predictions) and suffering losses due to the inaccuracy of their
solutions. An adaptive algorithm whereby expert solutions are aggregated and sustained losses not exceeding
(to a certain quantity called a regret) those of the best combination of experts distributed over the prediction
interval is proposed. The algorithm is constructed using the Fixed-Share method combined with the AdaHedge algorithm used to exponentially weight expert solutions. The regret of the proposed algorithm is estimated. In the context of the given approach, there are no any stochastic assumptions about an initial data
source and the boundedness of losses. The results of numerical experiments concerning the mixing of expert
solutions with the help of the proposed algorithm are presented. The strategies of games on financial markets,
which were suggested in our previous papers, play the role of expert strategies.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, the methods and algorithms belonging to the theory of prediction with expert advice are
discussed. The given area of machine learning was
introduced in [7, 9, 10] (the basic monograph on this
theme is [4]). An analogous approach was used in [14].
In each game round (step) t = 1, 2, …, T, the algorithm takes the certain decision, namely, the loss distribution vector
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During the game, the cumulative losses of experts and
T

the algorithm are acquired:

LTi

=

∑l
t =1

T
i
t

and H =

L*T = min LTi
1≤i ≤ N

plus some small learning error (regret). More accurately, the algorithm is intended for minimizing the
regret

RT = H T − L*T .
A whole number of algorithms for solving this problem
was presented in [4]. An important parameter of the
algorithm based on exponentially weighted expert
solutions is the so-called learning rate η, which determines the convergence rate of algorithmic solutions to
optimal ones.
The modern version of the Hedge algorithm makes
use of the adaptive (variable) learning parameter η =
ηt. The corresponding AdaHedge (AH) algorithm was
reported in [8]. Let l t− = min l ti and l t+ = max l ti be the
i

∑h ,
t

t =1

t

t =1

respectively.
In classical study [5], the Hedge(η) algorithm relying on exponential weighting of expert solutions, the

i

smallest and largest losses of experts at step t, respectively. It is assumed that LT+ =
addition, let st =

l t+

–

l t−

T
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In

t =1

and ST = max{s1, …, sT}. In
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∑w

is chosen for all i. Afterward, experts i = 1, …, N arrive
at their solutions. As a result, they sustain losses l ti , i =
1, …, N. The algorithm losses are defined as

T

HT =

were less than those of the best expert,

Absence of bias. There is no difference in
behaviour of SB and DB reviewers
(sb)
(db)
H0 : πij = πij
Presence of bias. Reviewers in SB condition
are more harsh (resp. lenient) to papers from
minority (resp. majority) than in DB condition

H1 :

(sb)
πij
(sb)
πij

≤

(db)
πij

if wj = 1

≥

(db)
πij

if wj = − 1

At least one inequality is strict

Positive result

Theorem. The disagreement test is
computationally efficient, controls for Type-I
error and has non-trivial power
Corollary. Our test is robust to issues A-C as
demonstrated by simulations. Issue D is more
fundamental and is tied to a setup

Impossibility result

A. Reviewers’ noise

0

wt = ( w1,t ,..., w N ,t ) ,
where

goal of which was to make solution such that, at any
round T, its losses

Goal: test if reviewers in SB setup are biased against
some categories of papers (i.e. female-authored papers)
Control over Type-I error (false positive)
is of utmost importance

Under reasonable conditions the test by Tomkins
et al. fails to control for Type-I error rate
●

Protected attribute. Equals 1 iff
paper’s authors belong to minority
category and -1 otherwise
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Non−random

Random

Assignment type

D. Non-random assignment

DB

SB

Algorithm
• 1. Find a set of triples (SB rev., DB rev., paper) such
that each reviewer appears in at most one triple
• 2. Condition on triples with disagreeing reviewers
• 3. Look for trends in these triples

Reviewers may behave differently in SB and DB
conditions even under no bias. Can we
incorporate this in the model?
Theorem. Without assumptions on the
difference in behaviour between SB and DB
conditions reliable testing is impossible

Open problems
1. Design a test and a setup s.t. setup follows
standard peer review procedure and test is
robust to confounding introduced by setup
2. Model the difference between SB and DB
conditions and avoid impossibility result

